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RÉSUMÉ

La base de données sur les fortes combustions massiques du combustible
CANDU, fournissant un grand nombre de cas, offre une excellente occasion
de vérifier les modèles de comportement du combustible et d'établir les
améliorations apporter- La bonne corrélation qui existe entre les
valeurs calculées de libération de gaz de fission et de contrainte
circonférentielle de gaine et les données expérimentales démontre qu'un
programme de calcul permet de bien simuler le comportement global d'un
élément combustible. À l'aide du programme de calcul ELESIM, on a étudié
les modèles de libération de gaz de fission, et de gonflement et de
dilatation des pastilles de combustible, et des modifications ont été
apportées relativement au gonflement gazeux et la libération par diffusion
d'atomes de gaz de fission aux joints des grains. Grâce la version
révisée du programme ELESIM, la corrélation entre les valeurs calculées de
libération de gaz de fission s'est avérée satisfaisante pour la plupart
des cas contenus dans la base de données sur les fortes combustions
massiques. En conclusion, la version révisée du programme ELESIM permet
de simuler avec une précision acceptable les fortes et les faibles
combustions massiques du combustible CANDU.
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ABSTRACT

The high-burnup database for CANDU fuel, with a variety of cases, offers a good opportunity
to check models of fuel behaviour, and to identify areas for improvement. Good agreement of
calculated values of fission-gas release, and sheath hoop strain, with experimental data indicates
that the global behaviour of the fuel element is adequately simulated by a computer code. Using,
the ELESIM computer code, the fission-gas release, swelling, and fuel pellet expansion models
were analysed, and changes made for gaseous swelling, and diffusional release of fission-gas atoms
to the grain boundaries. Using this revised version of ELESIM, satisfactory agreement between
measured values of fission-gas release was found for most of the high-burnup database cases.
It is concluded that the revised version of the ELESIM code is able to simulate with reasonable
accuracy high-burnup as well aj low-burnup CANDU fuel.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a strong incentive to operate fuel elements to extended burnup, because of increased fuel
consumption efficiency and also to reduce spent fuel volumes[l]. To achieve this objective, both
experimental and theoretical activities are needed to assure good fuel performance for extended
burnup irradiations. This paper presents recent modelling developments and comparisons with
experimental data.

The extended burnup database for CANDU fuel (burnup greater than 300 MW.h/kgU, and up
to *bout 900 MW.h/kgU) comprises about 100 individual element cases from 16 fuel bundles
and 4 single elements, irradiated in both power stations[2] and a research reactor. There is a
variety of power histories; typical examples are shown in Figures 1 to 3. In addition, there is
a large database for CANDU normal operating burnup (up to 300 MW.h/kgU), that includes
about 120 cases.

The fuel-element performance computer code ELESIM[3, 4] was developed to simulate CANDU
fuel behaviour during normal operating conditions. Several versions have been developed over
time by adding new features or by changing different models. ELESIM contains both CANDU-
specific and generic fuel behaviour models and features. Specific to CANDU fuel are: radial
flux depression factors (calculated for CANDU neutron spectra), Zircaloy sheath mechanical
constitutive equation, gap heat transfer coefficient (because of collapsible sheath, the thermal
gap can be considered as zero), and densification correlation[4]. Of general applicability are
the models for fission-gas release and swelling[5], pellet dimensional changes, and temperature
calculation[6].

When applied to extended burnup cases, the current version of ELESIM has been found to
significantly underpredict both fission-gas release and permanent sheath strains[7]. There is
reasonable agreement between prediction and measurement for the normal burnup data, al-
though a tendency toward underprediction still exists. These observations suggest that either
additional phenomena related to extended burnup behaviour need to be accounted for, or the
existing models are not sufficiently accurate or consistent to predict the normal enhancement
of modeled processes with increasing burnup.

Work is currently underway to improve the capability of ELESIM to better predict the behaviour
of CANDU fuel at extended burnups. The approach being taken is to first re-examine existing
component models to ensure that they are self-consistent and sufficiently accurate over the entire
burnup range (i.e., up to 1000 MW.h/kgU), and then, if necessary, to consider adding new models
or modifying existing ones to account for burnup-dependent effects not yet considered.

This paper presents some results from the first part of the exercise. Specifically, the current
fission-product release, swelling, and dimensional change models were assessed and changes
made. These changes were incorporated into a revised version of ELESIM and comparisons were
made against the database. These results, with particular emphasis on the extended burnup
cases, are presented and discussed.



2. FISSION-GAS RELEASE AND SWELLING MODEL

The ELESIM fission-gas release and swelling model[8j can be termed as semi-mechanistic. Three
main stages of fission-gas release to the free voidage are taken into account: diffusional transport
and sweeping collection of the fission-gas atoms to the grain boundary, formation of intergranular
bubbles on grain faces and edges, and venting of the gas to the free voidage.

While this general picture is widely accepted, specific data are either still missing or there is
a large spread in the reported data range for particular processes, such as diffusion inside the
grains and intragranular bubbles mobility. As well, the complexity of the problem imposes some
restrictions on the extent of detail in the model so that it can be implemented in a general fuel
performance code. Consequently, certain assumptions and simplifications were made throughout
the model.

Because the model is presented in detail in [8], only the most important parameters are empha-
sized here. A general feature is related to the fact that the global code as well as the component
models are steady-state ones, thus some simplifications are made by neglecting the transient
evolution of different processes.

The intragranular diffusion of the gas atoms is treated by using an effective diffusion coefficient,
and by idealizing the grain shape as an equivalent sphere. No modelling of intragranular bubbles
is attempted, but their presence is implicitly accounted for in the effective diffusion coefficient.
A thorough analysis of the treatment of the diffusional process inside the grain revealed certain
inconsistencies that were corrected, as described in Section 2.1. Further, the values of the
diffusion coefficient for different temperature ranges, and how this affects the final fission-gas
release, is discussed in Section 4.1.

The other way for the fission-gas atoms to arrive at the grain boundary is by grain-boundary
sweeping resulting from grain growth. This can be as important as diffusion in some cases.

Fission-gas atoms arriving at the grain boundary are assumed to enter intergranular bubbles.
This leads to gaseous swelling, the extent of which depends on the criterion used for the retention
capacity of the grain boundary. Changes to this stage of the model are described in Section 2.2.

Although there is a strong intercorrelation between the various phenomena taking place in a
fuel element, the model for fission-gas release and swelling is most affected by the stress state of
the pellet. This is because the hydrostatic stress is a key factor in calculating the intergranular
bubble radius. Basically, it is assumed that the central plastic core, if one exists (the extent
of the plastic core is based on the plasticity temperature concept[6;), is subjected to only the
gas pressure, while the outer cracked region of the pellet is also subjected to the fuel-sheath
interface force, which is focused toward the base of the crack wedge.



2.1 Diffusion Of Gas Atoms To Grain Boundary

The diffusion of gas atoms to the grain boundary can be described by the following equation
treating the grains as spheres of radius a:

where C(r, t) is the gas atom concentration, D is the effective diffusion coefficient, which depends
on the local temperature, and (3 is the source term, calculated as the volumetric fission rate
multiplied by the fission yield for fission-gas atoms.

As the diffusion coefficient and the source term are varying in time according to the changing
power history, the approach taken in [8] is to solve equation 1 for a given time-increment, with
all the parameters being treated as constant during the increment. Therefore, the iruti.d ami
boundary conditions are:

C(r,0)-_Co (2)

C{a,t)--0 (3)

C(<M) - finite, ? ? M r - o (4)

where Co is the concentration of gas atoms at the beginning of the time increment, assumed
uniformly distributed across the grain, while the grain boundary is considered as a perfect sink
as described by equation 3, and t is the time elapsed from the beginning of the increment.

To calculate the net release during the time increment, the current model considers separately
the "new gas" born and partially released during the increment and the "old gas" present at
the start of the increment and partially released during the increment.

The "old gas" released during the time interval is calculated as follows. Using the solution to
the diffusion equation for zero production with finite non-zero initial concentration, Co, and
the total fractional release, /„, at the end of the previous time interval, an effective time, r,,, is
calculated. This is done by assuming the temperature, and therefore the diffusion coefficient,
is kept constant at the current value. The same relationship is then used to calculate fi, the
effective fractional release of the "old gas" at the end of the time increment (i.e., at t - t<, } Ar).
The net fractional release of the old gas during the time interval is then simply calculated as
No = A - /„•

To calculate the fractional release, A/n, of the "new gas" born during the time interval, the
solution of the diffusion equation with production and zero initial concentration is tised Once
this is done, the net fission-gas release is calculated by summing up the contributions from
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the old and new gas, and the total net fractional release is computed by normalizing by the
total fission-gas produced up to the end of the time interval. It can be shown that the above
procedure for calculating the fractional release of the old gas will lead to an underprediction
of fission-gas release to the grain boundary. This underprediction can vary from 10% to 30%,
depending on the power history.

It is not necessary to follow the above approach since the "old gas" fractional release equation
can be applied to a time step, independent of what happened before. All that is needed is an
estimate of the "old gas" concentration at the beginning of the time step. The following is a
recommended procedure that results in a more accurate and consistent calculation of the "old
gas" fractional release during a time step.

To solve equation 1, the solution is written as the sum of two parts, as follows:

C(r,t)=U(r,t)+V(r,t) (5)

where U(r, t) satisfies the equation:

dU
~dt

U(r,0)=0 (7)

U(a,t)=0 (8)

while V(r, t) is the solution of:

dt V r ) \ dr2 J { '

V(r,Q)=C0 (10)

V(a,t) = 0 (11)

U(r, t) can be interpreted as the "new gas", which is born during the time-increment, while
V(r,t) can be interpreted as the "old gas", which was present at the beginning of the time
increment inside the grain.

The solutions of the two equations are used to derive the flux of gas atoms to the boundary.
After integrating this flux for the respective time step, the percentage release is obtained by
dividing by the total new gas produced in the case of U, and by the initial total old gas inside
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the grain, in the case of V. The relations describing the fractional release for the two rases ire

presented in [8].

To specify the value of the initial gas concentration at the beginning cf the time increment,
which is needed for the "old gas" calculation, an assumption has to be made regarding its radial
distribution inside the grain. There are two extremes: a uniform radial distributio; , and â i
asymptotic, steady-state one. The first one has been used here A compeirison of the fractional
release relations corresponding to these two limiting cases indicates that the difference between
them is not significant, particularly in view of the wide scatter of data fnr the effective diffusion
coefficient. Therefore, it is considered that for steady-state calculations the procedure outlined
above is sufficiently accurate.

In summary, the new procedure consists of first evaluating Coid, the initial old gas concentration
for the present time-step, as:

Cold

where Cp0 is the total amount produced and Cr0 is the total amount released, and then calcu-
lating Cr, the "old gas" atoms released to the grain boundary during that time-step from:

Cr - CM.f,,{At) (13)

where /,,(A£) is the fractional release of the "old gas" during the time-step At. This is then
summed up with the contributions from the "new gas" and from the sweeping process to calcu-
late the total release to the grain boundary.

2.2 Gas Atoms On The Grain Boundary

The second part of the model addresses the gas atoms arriving at the grain boundary. These
are assumed to reside in a given number of bubbles per unit of grain-boundary area, per unit
volume of fuel. The grain-boundary area per unit volume is a calculated parameter. Because
each grain boundary is shared by two adjacent grains, the total grain-boundary area must be
divided by two, a factor not considered in the current model. This inconsistency, which has
been corrected in the revised version, resulted in a doubling of the maximum retention of gas
atoms on the grain boundary, thereby diminishing release to the free voidage.

The current model assumes that bubbles have a spherical shape and are of equal size. An impor-
tant parameter of the model is the number of bubbles per unit area of grain boundary, which is
assumed to remain constant. The value of this parameter has been inferred from metallographic
studies at AECL|9i. and is confirmed by recent data[10j. Using this constant and calculating the
bubble radius as dictated by the bubble gas content, surface tension and hydrostatic restraint,
the detailed modelling of bubble nucleation and coalescence can be avoided. If this parameter
has an adequate value, the average bubble size and grain-boundary retention capacity can be
well characterized, even if the detailed processes are not modelled. This is especially true for
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steady-state condition, where arguments can be given in favour of the evolution cf a uniform
bubble size distribution on the grain faces[ll].

More important is the shape of the bubbles, which is in fact lenticular instead of spherical.
Therefore, the revised code treats intergranular bubbles as having a lenticular shape, while
keeping the number of bubbles per unit grain-boundary area the same as before. With the
45-degrees interfacial angle, this change accounts for a decrease of grain-boundary retention
capacity of about 66%, compared to that for the same number of spherical bubbles.

The balance made to account for gas atoms residing on the grain boundary, those released to
free voidage, and those collected by the grain boundary by diffusion and sweeping, is confusing
and inconsistent in the current model. Excess gas atoms are allowed to be vented even if the
maximum retention capacity is not yet attained. The revised version includes a change to allow
venting to the free voidage only when saturation of the grain boundary is calculated to occur.

One assumption of the current model is that if saturation occurs, the excess gas atoms arriving
at the boundary are allowed to be released to the free voidage, via interlinked tunnels. This
assumption was originally introduced because no model for the formation and stability of edge
tunnels was available. Physical considerations make this assumption somewhat arbitrary. It
was replaced in the revised version by the assumption that the venting of the gas atoms to the
free voidage will proceed until the pressure inside the bubbles equals the gas pressure in the
free voidage. The same idea is considered by Kogai et al. >12j, who also include an equation to
describe the kinetics of the venting. For steady-state calculations, such venting kinetics is not
considered important, and therefore is not included here.

3. SIMPLIFIED STRESS-STRAIN MODEL OF THE PELLET

A detailed mechanical calculation for the pellet is very complex. It is advantageous to consider
model simplifications, if possible. Two facts can be taken into account to simplify the calculation.
First, experimental evidence[13] suggests that there is quite a steep transition from rigid to
plastic behaviour of UO2; thus the use of the so-called "plasticity temperature" to delineate
this transition. Second, the usual radial temperature gradient, and the relatively low rupture
modulus of UO2, are such that the outer rigid zone of the pellet will be cracked, and thus
the thermal stress relieved. These considerations have led to a simple three zone model of the
pellet[14, 15], with a separate calculation for dimensional changes;6, 16], and with the stress
computed as described in Section 2.

In the current model, the basis for evaluating the dimensional changes of each of the hundred
annuli that the pellet is divided into is to sum up the contributions of thermal expansion, den-
sification, solid swelling and gaseous swelling. Although each one of these processes is evaluated
independently, the swelling is taken into account only when it becomes greater (on the basis of
percentage porosity) than the porosity remaining after densifkation.

A modification has been made in the revised version of ELESIM to algebraically add dimensional
changes resulting from densification, gaseous swelling, thermal expansion and solid swelling.
The rationale for this change is that not only are these processes independently evaluated, but
they are also physically distinct.
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4. RESULTS.AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of fission-gas release predictions by the ciurent version of ELESIM against the normal
and extended burnup database are presented in Figures 4, 5 and 8. A tendency to underpredict
the normal burnup cases is apparent, while the extended burnup cases are strongly undnr-
predicted, especially for high release values. Figure 10 shows that the sheath strains for the
extended burnup case are considerably less than the measured values, being compressive for
most of the cases, while measured strains are highly tensile.

This situation is improved considerably when using the revised version of the code Figure 6
shows the results of fission-gas release for the normal burnup database. The points are in a
narrower band around the bisector line (perfect agreement), with a tendency to overpredici, a
number of cases. The overprediction for most of the cases is largely related to the high fission-
gas release predicted in the centre columnar region that develops al high power ratings. It is
believed that the sweeping correlation used for this region is causing too large a release (close
to 100%). A revision of the treatment of this region is envisaged for the future.

In general, the sheath strains for the normal burnup range are also better predicted.

Improved agreement is obtained for the extended burnup database. The results of the revised
version of ELESIM for fission-gas release are presented in Figure 7.1, and for sheath permanent
strain (average at mid-pellet) in Figure 11. Except for the values for very low measured fission-
gas release (less than 2 mL STP, which represents less than about 1% fission-gas release), the
data is grouped around the line of perfect agreement. These low release data are discussed below.
At the other end, there are data involving large releases (see Figure 9), where an underprediction
by a factor of 2 is noticed. The elements related to this situation are part of two NPD bundles
irradiated at low power in the NPD reactor, and then ramped in NRU to very high terminal
powers (about 70 Kw/m) for a short time. It is likely that the underprediction for these cases
can be attributed to transient characteristics not yet modelled in the steady-stare code, or to
an underestimate of the low-power operation during the steady-state portion of the irradiation.

The cases where a very large overprediction is noticed (up to 20-fold) are all related to very
low power irradiations. Some of the elements associated with this situation are intermediate
or inner elements from bundles that exhibited large fission-gas release from the outer elements,
which were well predicted by the revised code. Both power and burnup are less for intermediate
and inner elements. The power level is, however, more important, because it dictates the
temperature in the pellet. The main parameter of the fission-gas release model affected to a
significant extent is the diffusion coefficient.

4.1 Sensitivity Of Fission-gas Release To Diffusion Coefficient

In analyzing the large overprediction for the low releases, it was noticed that the average pellet
centre temperature for these cases was predicted to be 800-900 K. The overprediction was
thus related to the value of the diffusion coefficient in this low temperature range. The initial
fission-gas release model[8] uses Findlay's diffusion coefficient[17], but with a minimum value
corresponding to a temperature of 1273 K. The argument for the use of this lower Limit is an
irradiation-enhancement of diffusion, which is an athermal process that depends on fissioning



rate[8, 18].

The revised version of ELESIM does not include the factor-of-3 increase in the diffusion co-
efficient^], which was invoked when fine-tuning the code, and justified on the basis of the
observed spread in the measured diffusion coefficient.

The sensitivity of fission-gas release to this low-temperature irradiation-enhancement threshold
was investigated to a limited extent. To this end, the cut-off temperature was decreased by 5%,
which decreased the diffusion coefficient by 3-4 times for the temperature range below 1200 K
The results aie presented in Figures 7.2 and 9, showing that the overprediction is eliminated,
while the high release predicted for the higher-temperature outer elements is not affected.

A brief survey of the literature brought up the following arguments to support this change to
the diffusion coefficient at the low- temperature range.

First, the irradiation-enhanced athermal plateau was originally detected and measured for metal
diffusion (U or Pu in uranium oxides). Fission-gas atoms can have the same value of the
irradiation-enhanced diffusion coefficient as the metal, or less, depending on what process is
operative. In fact, in a recent paper[l9], Matzke suggests a lower value for fission-gar atoms,
and indicates a value for Xe, measured in uranium carbide, that is three orders of magnitude
lower than that of the metal. Further, there is some support from Findlay's original data for
the effective diffusion coefficient of Kr-85, which does not show a low-temperature limit down
to temperatures of about 1073 K.

Second, a large scatter in the values of the diffusion coefficient is reported in the literature. Part
of this large scatter is due to the testing of different materials (small differences in U/O ratio
can significantly affect the result) at different test conditions, and to different data evaluation
methods[19].

Therefore, it is felt that the low-temperature irradiation enhancement plateau should be further
decreased. More studies are necessary to find the best fit to the data, the present value adopted
being only an attempt.

4.2 Conclusions

As part of a first step in developing an extended burnup capability for the ELESIM code, several
component models vere reviewed. Changes were made to the models for fission-gas release in the
grains and on the grain boundaries, as well as to the models for swelling and pellet dimensional
changes.

When incorporated into a revised version of the ELESIM code, improved predictions of both
fission-gas release and average mid-pellet permanent strain were obtained, particularly for the
extended burnup data. The need was identified to further examine relationships for the diffusion
coefficient, as well as for the treatment of release in the columnar grain region.

Future work will entail a more detailed assessment of these two areas, together with an exam-
ination of the extent of thermal conductivity degradation in extended burnup CANDU fuel,
particularly that having higher densities.
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Figure 4 - Comparison between measured and predicted fission-
gas releases using the current version of ELESIM for
the normal burnup database (burnup up to 300 MW.h/kgU).
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Figure 5 - Comparison between measured and predicted fission-
gas releases using the current version of ELESIM for the
extended burnup database (burnups between 300 and
1000MW.h/kgU).
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Figure 6 - Comparison between measured and predicted fission-
gas releases using the revised version of ELESIM for the
normal burnup database.
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Figure 7.1 - Comparison between measured and predicted fission-
gas releases using the revised version of ELESIM for the
extended burnup database.
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Figure 7.2 - Comparison between measured and predicted fission
gas releases using the revised version of ELESIM for the
extended burnup database and using the reduced low-
temperature diffusion coefficient (see Section 4.1).
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Figure 8 - Comparison of the current version of ELESIM
prediction of fission-gas release against the extended
burnup data.
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Figure 9 - Comparison of the revised version of ELESIM
prediction of fission-gas release against the extended
burnup data.
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Figure 10 - Comparison between measured and predicted average
mid-pellet permanent strains using the current version of
ELESIM for the extended burnup database.
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Figure 11 - Comparison between measured and predicted average
mid-pellet permanent strains using the revised version of
ELESIM for the extended bumup database.
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